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It's just about this time every year that the playoff teams or the
tournament teams start separating themselves from the pack.
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Winning Respect
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It's just about this time every year that the national media feels
like it has gotten it right again. That teams from the Memphis area
aren't deserving of the spotlight. It's not enough to get a number
one seed. It's not enough to go to the playoffs three years in a row.
It's not enough to compete and win in bowl games.
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There is a reason we get no respect. Memphis is the 44th largest
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TV market in the country. It has nothing to do with the quality of
the teams. Wc just have a small market.
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So what does a small market team need to do to garner some
national recognition and some national respect ?
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•Wlydo we exhaust ourselves endlessly Chasing +

Everyone wants to complain about how Memphis is rarely on
ESPN and is often left out of Sports Illustrated. Well, it's true.
But if you want to make the Sportscentcr highlights more often
or read about some players in the national rags, then don't hold
back. I)ut it all into the game.
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S9 is it anywonderthat the most serious of,
professional and \

go to them. That's all we can do until we prove that we can truly
do something.
careers are dependem

t is there. Be
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for an answer,

choice for weeken

oul. And

Wc are on the verge of great things. All the pieces are being put
in the right places. One of these years, a championship will be
brought to town and perceptions will drastically change.
Will it bc 2007?
there's no reason

Mike Bullard, publisher
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Memphis has never won a mtional title of any real value. Win the
NBA title, the NCAA tourney or play in a BCS bowl-then we
will see things start to change.
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Coach Gal has the right idea. If they won't come to us, we have to
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Win. And then win some more.
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HDin TH8
Florida Marlins second baseman and
former University of Memphis Tiger

5 Memphis
Sports Stories
You May Have
Missed

It's an honor. Of course, it means alot whenever someone recognizes you for what you've done.

2. You are from Louisville, Tennessee, on the
other side of Nashville, but spent three years
in Memphis playing for the Tigers. What does
Memphis mean to you?
I consider Memphis a home away from home. I had

5 New Year's
Resolutions

I. Dodgeball,

I. We will stay for the
fourth quarter.

no wait... no...

maybe... indoor

1. Dan Uggla of the Florida
Marlins placing third for the
NL Rookie of the year.

2. Memphis Roller Derby
notonlyoperatingbutsell-

I. How does it feel to be named the inaugural
J`4lcacpb¢.sfpor£2006SportsmanoftheYear?

5 Things We Would Like To See
In 2007

ing Out.

3. O'Reilly National Indoor
Kart Championship race on
November 26 and 27.
4. Redbirds house cleaningeveryone but Dyer Miller.
5. MLB's first ever Civil

Rights game between the
Cards and the Indians is
coming in March.

soccer... no...

how about a pro
lacrosse team?

2. John Calipari's
hair covered in
Gatorade and a
basketball net
around his neck.

3. Nike put
pressure on Tiger
Woods to play in
the Stanford St. Jude Championships
4. The return of the 1980's Tiger football defense.
5. RiverFrfugs 16th season.

2. W€ will sell out the
Liberty Bowl for Tiger
games.

3. We will not have
BBQnachos, a hot dog
and cotton candy all
within one game.

4. We will not make
ignorant phone calls
to local radio stations
unless we arc callingJeff
Weinbergcr.

5. We will explore some
of the minor sports in
the Memphis area.

great times in Memphis and met a lot of great people. I
definitely consider it a second home.

3. Did you have scouts and coaches beating your
door down in high school?
[Memphis Tigers] Coach [Jeff ] Hopkins was the only
one to come to middle Tennessee to recruit me. I was
very thankful, because if it wasn't for him, I wouldn't bc
where I am now.

4.Whatwasyourmajorleaguedebutlike?
Playing in the majors is what you dream about. Running out to the field, hearing thousands of people
screaming. All I kept doing was looking into the crowd
for my family wanting to yell, "Look at me, what am I
doingouthere?"

5. Do you ever see any Memphis fans
down in Florida?
It's always great to see the Tiger logo in
the stands. Last season during a rain
delay, I spotted two Tiger fans sitting
above the dugout. Anytime I see some-

one from Memphis, I try and take time
to talk to them, because it's a little piece of
home.

4 I MEMPHISSPORT
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by ED LAND, ]R.
o, you eliminated your arch nemesis, i.e. best friend, from post-season contention
during the last week of the regular season. For some, such an accomplishment
would bc the highlight of the season. But you-no, you had loftier goals and higher
expectations. Either through that crucial last victory or an entire season of dominance,

S

you somehow found your way into the playoffs and kept your championship hopes alive.
All season long, you talked the talk. In your infinite brilliance, you said time and time
again that your team was the best, that you'd dominate the league and take home the title.
And in the critical playoff weeks, you walked the walk. You acquired the right players
via free agency, trade and the waiver wire. You paid attention to schedules, injuries and
coaching decisions. You made the calculated choices necessary to take home your league's
2006 fantasy football title. And the best part, you had a blast every step of the wa,y.

Now, you are the champion. So, what's next ?

league aimed to achieve what only

1Rub
it in.
Each
team
owner in your
you
have.
Throw
sportsmanship
out
the window, and constantly remind them

Take a look at the U of M Fantasy
Wrap-Up!

ofyourvictory.

Get the league trophy. Whoever
has the hardware from last year
will suddenly become very hard to
contact. Find him or her at all costs, and
take what is rightfully yours.

2

University of Memphis
Fantasywrap-Up
(Through week 15 of the NFL regular season)

DEANGEL0 WILLIAMS :
ranked#41forfentasyrunningbacks

What's better than watching the

3Enjoy
the without
actual NFL
playoffs.
games
anxiously
awaiting
the next touchdown from one of your
players ? Sit back and relax-your work
here is done.

• Due to injury, saw significant action in
only six games for the Carolina Panthers

• Racked up more than 600 total offensive
yards on 87 carries and 20 catches (400
yards rushing, 200 yards receiving)

• Tallied 363 total kickoff-return yards on
1 8 attempts
research just to keep yourself sharp. Make
sure to check out the new A4lc77¢P4¢.j Sporf

blog at mcmphissport.net.

• Notched his first rushing touchdown
against the Vikings in week two

www.memphissport.net I 7

FANT:ASY FOOTBALL
• Caught his first receiving touchdown
against the Eagles in week 13

• Returned the kickoff 98 yards for a
touchdown in the pre-season against the
Miami Dolphins
Williams looked explosive every time he
touched the ball, whether on offense or
during kick returns. Panthers head coach

John Fox expects big things for Williams
for years to come-and so do wc.

ISAAC BRUCE:
ranleed #34 for fantasy wide receivers

• Contributed in every game for the St.
Louis Rams in his 13th consecutive season

in the NFL
• Caught 61 passes for 884 yards and two
touchdowns

• Notched two 100-yard games, while
tallying less than 50 only three times
Bruce remains the model of consistency
for wide receivers in the NFL. He runs

perfect routes, makes quick cuts, reads
defenses, makes on-the-fly adjustments to
the blitz and catches the ball with superior
technique. His physical skills are matched
only by the quality of his character.

STEPHEN GOSTKOWSKI :
ranked #23 fir fentdsy kickers

• Earned starting kicker position over
Martin Gramatica in his rookie season
• Made 17 of 21 field goals (81 percent)

• Made a 50-yard-plus field goal versus the
Bears in week 12

• Went 4 for 4 in field goals and extra
points on week 15 against the Tcxans.

• Converted all of 36 extra point attempts

PREPARE TO SOAR
SAINT BENEDICT AT AUBURNDAI.E HIGH SCHOOL
8250 VARNAVAS DRIVE @ GERMANTOWN PARKWAY . CORE)OVA,TN 38016

901.260.2840 . ~.sbaeaglcs.org
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Gostkowski has earned the trust and
respect of his teammates and coaches in
New England. Although the Patriot's
offense hasn't been quite as productive
as in years past, Gostkowski has come
through when called upon. As one of only
eight players to have made a field goal of
more 50 yards this season, Gostkowski
promises to deliver more impressive kicks
in the future. RE

by ED LAND, ]R.

I

f you're like me, you can't
wait for the weeks and
months to pass before

your team's chemistry, and that chemistry, in large part,
determines your post-season success. Are the rumors flying
about your best player ? Best get involved, otherwise the
results could be disastrous. When it comes to mirroring
reality, this game has it pcgg€d, especially during actual

the Grizzlies' post-season

basketball hopes come to
fruition. Like mc, you've

game play. Unlike the NBA
Street series where jukes and
dunks rule, this game was
designed to play like the real
NBA. You play five on five,
with time-outs, fouls and

got some ideas on how the
Grizzlies operations could
be run. Realistically, what
could possibly pacify people
like you and me through the
course of the NBA regular

player fatigue. You call plays
like the pick-and-roll, the

season? After all, there aren't

post-up and the give-and-go.
Although there is plenty of
high-octane action, with NBA

games every night of the week! What are we to do?

The answer: NBA Live 07 from EA Sports.
For basketball purists and sports video game enthusiasts,
there isn't a better game on the market. In NBA Live 07,
all 30 teams and their respective 12-man rosters are represented,
including 2006 draft picks like Rudy Gay. Want to play a home

game at the FedexForum? It takes only the click of a button. In
this game, you can play online a.gainst anyone in the world-your
favorite NBA team against
someone elsc's.

But that's not all. With NBA
Live 07's Dynasty Mode,
you can take ownership of
your favorite NBA team for
as long as a 25-year period.

When the tough decisions
need to be made on draft day,
you make the call. As training
camp rolls around every

As another new feature, NBA Live 07 assigns "superstar" roles
to the best NBA players. Hit the "superstar modifier" button
as Gasol or Miller, and you'll execute some unbelievable dunks,
blocks, jukes, steals and game-winning shots. But remember,
as with the real NBA, these
moves don't work loo percent
of the time.

Did You Know ?
EA Sports contracted with more than 25 superstars,
including our own Pau Gasol, to design and program
thousands of new player techniques for NBA Live 07.
Using special electronic nodes, they recorded Gasol
shooting, driving to the basket and dunking, among
other moves. So, when you "get in the game," be sure to
take note of the killer Mocap feature.

year, you organize the team
activities. When it comes to
trades, deals don't get made
without your approval. Need
to clear up some cap room or
re-sign a premier player ? It's up to you. Arc some of your veterans
performing better or worse than you had planned ? I suppose it's
time to make some depth chart adjustments.

One new feature of NBA Live 07's Dyna,sty Mode involves
team chemistry. The decisions you make now directly impa,ct

10 I MEMPHIS SPORT

Live 07, it's less theatrics and
more basketball.

So, as basketball fans must
endure the cold winter before
March Madness begins, since
the NBA post-season doesn't
heat up until spring, I suggest

you get yourself a copy of
NBA Live 07 and run through
a season or two of Memphis

Grizzlies basketball. Put up
some big numbers for Ga,sol, a
silky smooth superstar around
the basket. Launch the three
as Miller, a big-time three-point threat. And get the young buck,
Gay, some much-needed experience for the playoffs.

Don't wait for the Grizzlies to win a post-season game. Go make
it happen!
Areyouinthegame?

RE

REHIvmprHJh!ufiNAVk. Fitness For Iwen & lA/omen
Wolf Chase: 7193 Hwy. 64 -Stage Rd. (1 Blk.w. of Appling)
Mid-Town: 2869 Poplar Ave. (Chickasaw Crossing -Just down from Grisanti's Rest.)

www.MidsouthKravMaga.com (901) 213-0933

GE:I A GF¥EAIT WOF\KOUT -REACH YOUR FITNESS GOALS:
• Condition, Tone and Build Your Body
• Get Into Shape - Lose Weight - & Keep it Off
• Totally Different Workout - Relieve Stress
LEARN TO DEFEND YOURSELF -FEEL SAFER..
• Realfty Based `TRULY' No-Nonsense Selt\Derfense
• Ideal for llllen & Women Of All Ages & Shapes

• Safe & Structured Environment to Train & Learn
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neat Self Defense For H[ids
LEARN SELF DEFENSE

- Ivlake Them Safer
GIVE THEM FITNESS

- Have Fun Exercising
GAIN LIFE SKILLS

- Tools For Lifie
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THE GREAT DEBATE

the BCS National Championship game
shines a light on the utter failure of the
system and everything that is wrong with
college football. All of the other divisions
in the NCAA decide their champion via a
playoff system. Whatever reason Division
I-A (or whatever they're calling it now)
has for not deciding theirs that way is
completely ludicrous.

That being said, there are so many
reasons why Michigan belonged in the
B CS National Championship instead
of Florida. First of all, look at the one
common opponent that the two schools
had-Vanderbilt. Michigan cruised to a
27-7 win over Vandy in the first game of
the season, while Florida barely hung on
for a 25-19 win later on.
Secondly, a look at Michigan's schedule

underscores why the Wolverines were
more deserving than Florida. They
destroyed a Notre Dame team that, at
the time, was the number-two team in
the country. They beat an extremely
underra,ted Wisconsin team by two

touchdowns-and Wisconsin is now
ranked in the top six in both polls and
is seventh in the BCS. Michigan was
dominant all year long against a solid Big
Ten schedule and a good non-conference
schedule, including beating Central
Michigan, who won the MAC, 41-17.
Florida, meanwhile, struggled the whole

year to win games-they even had to
get a late touchdown to beat a terrible
Florida State team. They struggled against
Alabama. They had to block two kicks
to beat an average South Carolina team
at home. They lost to Auburn, a team
that struggled all year with consistency.
Compare that to Michigan's loss. The
Wolverines lost one game all year, and

et me get this out of the way right now: I detest the BCS.
I find the entire college football system to be hypocritical
and ridiculous. There is absolutely no legitimate reason,
academic or otherwise, that college football cannot decide its
champion via a playoffsystem. Half of the teams in the sport are
eliminated from the national title picture before the season even
starts. That's inexcusable. I just wanted you to know how I feel.

L

Moving on to the discussion at hand-I fully agree with the
final BCS standings. Florida was the second-best team in the
nation and deserved to be the team facing Ohio State in the BCS
National Championship Game, and I believe that for several
reasons. First of all, I am completely against giving a National

Championship opportunity to a team that didn't even win its
own conference, and Michigan didn't win the Big Ten this year.
I know-their only loss was to conference rival Ohio State in
Columbus. Tough. It was bad luck to be stuck in a conference
with Ohio State this year, but those are the breaks.
Secondly, why does Ohio State need to beat Michigan again
to prove they're the National Chanpions ? If Michigan were to

go I-I on the season against OSU, they would be the National
Champions. Does that make any sense? Ofcourse not. Ohio State
has beaten Michigan before, and the game wasn't really as close
as the 42-39 score indicated-it took three unlikely turnovers
from the Buckeyes and a healthy dose of luck for Michigan for

16 I MEMPHIS SPoRT

that was by three points to the consensus
number-one team in the country, on their
home field. If you just compare the losses,
Michigan's one loss is clearly to a much
better team than Florida's.
This flawed system forces us to debate
which tcam's loss is more impressive-it's
asinine, but that's what we have to do.

Michigan didn't win the Big Ten, but
that's only because the best team in the
country was in their conference. Just
because a team doesn't win its own league
doesn't mean they aren't the second best
team in the country.

The BCS sending Florida to the
championship game was less an
endorsement of Florida and more of the
voters just refusing a rematch. Tcke off
your SEC-colored glasses and realize that

the best football in the country-this year,
at least-was played in the Big Ten.
- Will Askeu)

them to stand a chance. And they still lost. If they played again in
Glendale, the score wouldn't be that close.
Finally, Florida simply proved itself to be the best one-loss

team in the country, and thus, wa,s the rightful opponent for
Ohio State in the title game. Florida won its conference (a
conference that, might I add, was stronger top to bottom than
any other conference in the nation), had a tougher schedule
and beat more bowl-eligible opponents than did Michigan.
Apart from Michigan dismantling an overrated Notre Dame
team and winning over Wisconsin in Ann Arbor, there weren't
many impressive victories for the Wolverines. They struggled
with Ball State, limped past Northwcstcrn, beat Vandy and
Central Michigan and squeaked by an ordinary Pcnn State team.
Compare that to Florida, which beat Tennessee in Knoxville,
Arkansas in Atlanta and comprehensively handled LSU in the
Swamp. They also beat Georgia, Florida State, South Carolina and
Ahabana.

Urban Meyer has done phenomeml things with the Gators in his
short time as head coach, but nothing has been as impressive as
the way he's handled them this year. They may not win with the
same style and sizzle a.s Steve Spurrier's Gators, but they deserved
a title shot nonetheless.

- Peter Edmiston
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ALL-STARS
TheA4:c77¢p4¢'jSporfAll-Starssectionsponsoredby

Velocity Sports Performance features only the best in
area athletics. From the pitching mound to the end
zone and from the fairway to the ice rink, the A4lc77¢p4z.f
Sporf All-Stars arc always looking for new faces to
highlight each issue. If you have an achievement
worthnotingorknowsomeonewhodoes,e-mailyour
accomplishments along with a photo to allstars@
memphissport.net, and you just may see your face here
in an upcoming issue.

by KEVIN CERRITO

University of Memphis men's basketball team and the Memphis
Grizzlies can sometimes be a hard task. More than 10 times this
season, the Tigers will be playing on television at the same time a
Grizzlies game is on another channel. Fans can try to catch all of
both games if they go to a sports bar, DVR one of the games, get
a television with picture-in-picture or set up an extra TV set. But,
moreoftenthannot,youwillprobablyfindyourselfusingthe
always reliable Last Channel button.
HowdoyoupickbetweentheTigersversusArizonaandche
Grizzlies versus the Spurs ? It often depends on commercials,
timeouts, score, remaining minutes on the clock, how annoying
the announcers are being, who's in the game and if someone is at
the free-throw line. Everyone has a personal scientific method to
deal with the situation.
It can be a tiring process. That's one of the reasons why the
FedEXForum Memphis basketball doublehender Saturda,y is so

great. It usually comes but once a year, but this year, the Bluff city
is being treated to a record five. The Tigers play the matinee; the
Grizzlies take the night game. Both in the same building, on the
same day. It is like Last Channel Button Appreciation Day.

The phenomenon of the FcdEXForum doubleheader is only in
its third year of existence. Some complained chat chc Pyramid
was disappointing because it didn't have good acoustics or
comfortable seats, Maybe no one would have noticed those things
had the building hosted Memphis basketball doubleheaders.

Going into the Dec 23 games, the Tigers
were 3-2 and the Grizz were 2-3 on
days the teams shared the Forum. All
doubleheader days had given way to at
least one home team win.

Whether you stay at home or actually
go to the games, doubleheader days free
you from having to decide which team to
watch. You could be the first person ever
to get both the Pizza Hut delivery of the

game and the FedEx delivery of the game.
You can see the Tigers blowout Ole Miss
and then see the Grizzlies blow a game
by missing free throws. See Joey Dorscy
whine about a foul he thinks he did not
commit. Then, see Pau Gasol whine about
a foul hc chinks was committed. The fin
is endless.

Imagine the doubleheader next season:
Derrick Rose in the afternoon and Greg
Oden at night. Of course, that might just
happen when the Phhadclphia 76crs come
totown.

RE
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RE Mldsouth Orthopedlc Associates
TheA4lcxp4ifSPo71JAll-Starsareproudlysponsoredby
Velocity Sports Performance. Velocity offers the most

proven speed, power and agility programs available,
training more than I,000 athletes a day. All coaches
have a human performance-related degree. Velocity
specializes in semi-private, small-group training in the
only world-class, climate-controlled facility in the areano matter what your age, gender, skill level, athletic or
fitness goals.

Call901.756.7116,mentiontheA4lcxp4z.JfporfAllStars and get a FREE tralning session.

901.465.4300
927 Cordova station Road Cordova, TN

Mdsouth
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HipsandShoulders

High School Girls

MITCHELL
Head Coach : Harold Wooten

NORTHSIDE

Record 05-06: 24-7

Head Coach: Donald Holmes

Division: 1 AA

Record 05-06: 33-3

Must-see players : #23 Andrea Holmes

Division: 1 AAA

and#33JasmineJones

Must-see players : #24 Latasha

"[.

Last season, Memphis high school
basketball was all about Thaddcus
Young and the Mitchell Tigers. Young
and Mitchell received all of the press, but
they were not the only stories. Memphis
had two State Champions, Hamilton boys and
Hillcrest girls, and there were eight(Northside,
Ridgeway, Evangelical Christian School, Harding
Academy, Briarcrest girls; and the boys were Raleigh
Egypt, Memphis University School and Mitchell) others
teams from Memphis that play in the State Tournament in
Murfrcesboro. Of those eight, two lost in the Championship
game (Briarcrcst girls and Mitchell boys).

•mffi

The Lady Tigers play a 10-player rotation
led by junior guard Andrea Holmes and
freshman Jasmine Jones. Holmes is a

Laws and #23 Ashley MCGill

CoachDonaldHolmesislooking
to improve on a very successful
season and return to the Girls State

good shooter and works well without
the ball. Coach Harold Wooten does
not have a problem with playing any

Championship Tournament. Last
season, the Lady Cougars lost to
eventual State Champion Wilson
Central 53-43 in the first round.
The Lady Cougars have a history of
great players. Candace Rucker, the former All-Star player from
last season, is making an immediate impact for the University of
Colorado. All-State junior 5'8" guard Latasha Laws and the team's
only senior Ashley MCGill will form a winning combination, as
MCGill is a dangerous outside shooter who will help open up the
middle for Laws, one of the best inside players in the city. In his
20 years as head coach of the Lady Cougars, Holmes has gone to
the state or sectional tournaments eight times and has amassed
over 400 wins, but a state title has eluded him.

player at any time. Wooten feels his
team will have a lot to learn this season
while playing three freshmen, but due
to their solid depth, expect the Lady
Tigers to compete for the Class AA City
Championship.

WHITE STATION
Head Coach: Daryl Durham
Record OS-06: 16-14

Division: I AAA
Must-see players : #34 Chigozi

Okwamabua and Diana Alsbrook

RIDGEWAY

story and

photos by

TERRY
DAVIS

This year, the same perennial powers will contend for a state title. In the boy's division,

Booker T. Washington, Hamilton, MUS, Raleigh Egypt, RIdgeway and White Station;
for the girls Briarcrest, BTW, East, Harding Academy, Northside and Ridgeway.
However, there arc some schools that are not normally in the mix that could cause some
potential problems for the regular contenders. Carver, Craigmont, St. George's and
Wooddale for the boys and Bartlett, Central, Manassas, Mitchell, Lausanne, Millington
White Station and for the girls-all vying for a state title. There are a number of good
teams in the Memphis metro area, and no team can afford to have an off-night, or they
may end up with an unexpected loss to a mid-level team.
Memphis is known for its rich basketball talent, and cris year is no exception. Arguably
the two best senior boys in town are Maurice "Moc" Miller of Raleigh Egypt and Myron
Strong of Hamilton, and the two best senior girls are Deja Foster ofwooddale, who has
signed with Georgia Tech, and Ccnthya Hart of Treadwell, who has signed with St. Johns.
The junior and sophomore classes are loaded with talent with the likes of Timothy Ware

(BTW), Jason Jones (RIdgeway), Terrico White (Craigmont) and Leslie MCDonald
(Briarcrest) for the boys. The juniors, sophomores and even freshmen have already made
an immediate impact: Latasha Laws (Northside), AndreaJones (Mitchell) and Lauren
Avant, the highly talented freshman from Lausannc.

Head Coach: Tonya Willett
Record 05-06: 35-3

Division: 1 AAA
Must-see players: #23 Ashley Tate and # 11 Claire Gentry

Coach Tonya Willctt heads into this season with a
bittersweet taste after losing in the first
round of last year's state

tournament. The Lady
Roadrunners return
this season with a very
balanced attack led by
Ashley Tare and Claire
Gentry. Tate, the 5'6"
junior guard, has great
court vision and uses her
quickness to breakdown
defenses. Gentry, a senior, is

afundamentallystrongpoint
guard with a nice mid-range
shot and good control of the
Roadrunners offense.
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Three months ago Coach Daryl
Durhan was in Chicago when he saw
an opportunity to coach the White
Station Lady Spartans and jumped at it.
Durham may have stumbled upon a great
chance to compete on a very high level
in Memphis. Chigozi Okwanabua, the
5' 11 " sophomore, is the glue that keeps

the team together, and Diana Alsbrook is
a good shooter with good low post ability.
Sophomore point guard Caitlin Murphy
runs the show and makes good decisions.

BooKERT.
WASHINGTON
Head Coach: Derrick Hunter
Record 05-06: 23-8

Division: 1 AA
Must-see plaLyers : #20 Valencia Tucker

and #22 Latrice Bayman
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BTW'sCoachHunter

Coach Derek Hunter is no stranger to the Girls State
Tourmment, having taken two teams there (Memphis
Central and BTW), however he would love nothing
more than to get another State Title for BTW.
Last season, BTW lost in sectional play to ]ackson
Northside. Valencia Tucker, the 5'9" guard and AllState prospect, will lead the Lady Warriors.

CENTRAL
Head Coach: Nicky Bray
Record 05-06: 21 -13

Division: 1 AAA

Must-see players: #4 Meredith Stafford and #22 Clantina
Stewart
The Lady Warriors had a very successful season last year but
would have preferred to play in the AAA State Tournament.
They ended their season with a loss to cross-town rival Ridgcway,
instead. The Warriors have a talented team led by junior guard
Clantina Stewart and senior guard Meredith Stafford.

BARTLETT

BRIARCREST
Head Coach: Lee Smith
Record 05-06: 32-4

Record 05-06: 30-4
Must-see players: #5 Nikki Thompson and #3 Jasmine James
The Lady Panthers made an appearance in state sectional play
last season and lost to Northside. Coming off last ycar's 30-win
season, the Panthers would like to bc one of the two teams playing
in the state tournament and have bragging rights in Shelby County.

Division: 2

WHITE STATION
Head Coach: Jesus Patino

#23 Catherine Jackson

Record 05-06: 23-12

After coaching the Briarcrest boys
basketball team for 17 seasons, Coach
Smith took over at the helm of the girl's

program. In Smith's first season with the
Lady Saints, he took them to the Division
11 Championship game, where they lost
to the nationally ranked Brentwood
Academy. Briarcrest lost their leading
scorer and Division Two's Miss Basketball
from last season, Alliesha Easley. The Lady
Saints return four starters from last season
and will be hungry for a state title this
year.

OTHER PLAYERS T0
NOTE
Tanjala Wynn, Melrose
Deja Foster, Wooddale
LaTesa MCLaughlin, Millington
Amy Men, East
Demonica Gore, Kirby
Shcretha Butler, Manassas
Larrisha Bell, Manassas

OTHER TEAMS TO
WATCH
Wooddale

Must-see players: #24 Lauren Avant and # 10 Monica Miller
Lausanne will bc led by 5'9" guard
Lauren Avant, the "everything"

player who makes the necessary
moves to win games. Lausanne will
be very competitive in the tough
Division Two race for the state
title.
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assists.

Must-see players: #34 Caitlin House and

Head CoaLch: Lynn Whitfield

Division: 1 AAA

key factor for the Pharaohs. Point guard
Caleb Brown, with his good ball-handling
skills, will keep his teammatcs with his key

High School Boys

Division: 1 AAA

Must-see players : #34 DeAndre Bynum
and # 1 1 Jordan Miller

CoachJesus Patino enters his second
season with the Spartans, and he
hopes to return White Station back

to the State Tournament, where the
team has won four state titles in
the last six years. Coach Patino is

not pressured by White Station's
past victories. Patino chose to

come to White Station from
Haywood County because of the
challenge-he loves to rebuild
teams, and people told him it
could not be done. Aside from
the championship goal, hc hopes
to guide his players to be students
first and athletes second. Furman
University signee DeAndre Bynum
will lead the Spartans back to the
title game. According to Patino,
Bynum has sacrificed himself for the
success of the team. Jordan Miller will
be looked at for additional scoring
andfloorleadcrship.JoeJackson,the

young, quick point guard, will control
the offense.

RALEIGH EGYPT
Headcoach:JimmyAdams

East

Record 05-06: 35-2

Briarcrest

RIDGEWAY
Head Coach:
Wesley Henning
Record 05-06: 22-10

Division: 1 AAA

Millington
Manassas

Cordova
Wooddale
Olive Branch

¥I_res,[acl:n±.€.gachPatlno

Division: 1 AAA
Must-see players: #1 Maurice "Moe" Miller and #33

Derek Edwards
Coach Jimmy Adams is not satisfied with just playing

in the State Championship Tournament-he and his
team want to win the championship. Adams has loaded
his team with games against nationally ranked teams.
The Pharaohs are no strangers to national rankings
themselves, as they were ranked this season as one of
the Top 25 by CJ5L4 roc/4j/. Adams has assembled a very
tough schedule for his experienced team. The leadership of
Maurice Miller, one of the best seniors in the city, will be a

Must-see players: # 1 Martino
Brockand#22JasonJones

If you like up-anddown action on
the court, then
the Roadrunners
are a group you'll
want to watch.
Martino Brock's

The Olive Branch Conquistadors had
a very successful football team, so the
boy's basketball team hopes to continue
the high level of competition in the
Northern Division of Mississippi. The
Conquistadors have eight seniors, led
by Rod Pegucs and Dejuan Davis. Olive
Branch will bring a very balanced attack
with a double digit point-per-game

deadlyoutside
shooting,
combined with the allaround skills ofJason Jones, should

average.

provide the power necessary for RIdgeway
to compete in a strong Memphis AAA
Division. Coach Wes Henning says that
Jones has skills to attract attention from
Division One colleges.
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HAMIIJTON

MITCHELL

Head Coach : Kcelon Lawson

Headcoach:JerryJohnson

Record 05-06: 39-0

Record 05-06: 30-7

Division: 1 AAA

Division: I AA

Must see players: # 11 Broderick
Gilchrest and #22 Myron Strong

Ilk `-

Must-see players: #25 Jarvis Jones and #34 Lewis Mccaster
For most coaches,losing one of the best players to ever play in
Memphis (Thaddeus Young) would be a reason to stop coaching,
but this is not so forJerryJohnson. The Tigers are still hungry
after losing in the championship game to Liberty last season,
and they are out to prove they can compete at a high level
without Young. This year, the Tigers may not be the best team
intheentirecity,buttheywillcompetewiththeotherbigAA
teams. Mitchell's young team will be led by their "Mr. Inside,"
Lewis Mccaster, and their deadly outside shooter Jarvis Jones.
Mccaster, a two-sport player, has been a very dedicated player
and has not missed any scheduled practices, even under the worst
circumstances. Freshman point guard Mardracus Wade will be a
work-in-progress leading the Tiger offense this season.

B00KERT.WASHINGTON
Head Coach: Fred Horton
Record 05-06: 21-8

Division: 1 AA

Must-see players: #15 Timothy Ware and #52 Jerry Hampton

The Warriors are no strangers to being the hunted-their history
of competing for city and state championships goes back to the
1950s. Timothy Ware can put his skills and numbers against any
of the guards that have played in their gym. Jerry Hampton, the
6'9" center, will not only help keep the pressure off of ware with
his good inside play, but his defense will enable the Warriors
to vie for another state championship title. Coach Horton says
that Hanpton, a hard worker and dedicated player, is a coach's
dream. Horton team took it on the chin two years ago when he

played Ware and Hampton, but he knows that lessons learned
then will help his team compete at the highest level for a state
championship now.

Coach Keelon Lawson experienced the
perfect season last year, bringing home a
city and state championship. Hamilton
defeated Middle Tennessee powerhouse
Shelbyville 76-75. Repeating will not be
as easy, however. The Wildcats have quite
a few teams looking to rule the city, in not
just in AAA, but in all division classes.
Senior guard Broderick Gilchrest has
explosive speed, while Myron Strong is the
backbone of the team, has a deadly outside
shoot and is a key performer in clutch
situations. Louisiana transfer Sampson

Carter, brother of former Memphis Tiger
Shyrone Chapman, will be a big addition

OTHER PLAYERS T0 NOTE
Hauns Brereton, Bartlett
Broderick Gilchrest, Hamilton
Derrick Mason, Fairley
Randy Culpepper, Sheffield
Elliott Willians, St. George's
Arnett Moultric, Trezevant
Alvin Thomas, Wooddale
Chris Benton, Manassas
Chris Wilker, Christian Brother's

Terrico White, Craigmont
Greg Wooten, Briarcrest
Leslie MCDonald, Briarcrest

to the Wildcat's inside game.

CARVER
Head Coach : Steven Bratcher
Record 05-06: 18-13

Division: I AA
Must-see players : Octavius Swan and Kendrick Wadley
Coach Bratcher is looking to play this season and feels he has
some very underrated talent that can compete with BTW and
Mitchell. The Cobras love to play an up-tempo game and will
bc led by Octavius Swan and Kcndrick Wadley.

OTHER TEAMS T0 WATCH
Christian Brother's
St. George's
Fairley

Hillcrest
Overton
Wooddale
Kirby
West Memphis Christian
St. George's

OLIVE BRANCH

Craigmont
Bolton

Head Coach: Andrew Orr
Record 05-06: 22-7
Division : Mississippi Northern Division

Must-see players: #4 Rod Pegues and #21 Dcjuan Davis
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His story goes like this:
ItwastheFall2002,andRudyGayhadjusttransf€rredfrompublicschoolbackto
ArchbishopSpaldingHighSchoolinBaltimore.Gaywasenteringhisjuniorycarat
Spalding, where he had been recruited by head coach Mike Click. The rest of Glick's
teamhadbeenparticipatinginaweight-trainingprogramforseveralmonthspriortoGay
joiningthebasketballteam.DuringhisfirstweekatthcnewschooI,Gayexperienccda
definingmomcntthatchangedhimandhis future."Rudywasajunior,andwepairedhim
upwichagroupofsophomores,''Glickrecalls."The10thgraderswercout-prcssinghim
by50to60pounds.Hejustreallystrugglcdintheweightroom."

Gay remembers it that way, as well. "When I went there, I was weak and fragile," he says.
"I couldn't really lift anything, and I didn't like being behind. I looked at all these other
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players, and they were lifting all this
weight, and I didn't like that I was so far
behind them." His teammates noticed
too, and they were quick to tease him

about his weak condition-to the point
that Glick became conccmed. "Our other
playerswcrcjoking,jestingandmaking
fun of him about how weak he was," Glick
says. ``1 said to myself, `How's hc gonna

take this ?' Hcre's this big-time transferthe marquee player in our program. His
first experience with the other players in
the program, and he's getting criticism

and putdowns. Is he going to want to
transfer?"

Gay says the thought of leaving Spalding
never entered his mind. But something
else did. The very next day, seconds after
the bell had sounded signaling the end
of the school day, there was a knock on
Glick's office door. It was Rudy Gay. "I
said, `Can I help you?" Click recalls. "Hc
said, `Yeah, Coach, I need to get the keys
to the weight room if possible. I really
want to lift weights for 25 or 30 minutes
before practice. I have some makeup work

to do-I have to catch up with these
guys.,„

Gay says, "I went in there and worked my
butt off. And after a whife, I'd put on 20
pounds." That, according to Glick, was the
moment that Rudy Gay went from being a

E DAY GOD

D T0 MAKE A
BASKETBALL PLAYER,

AND THE EN

WAS RUD
good basketball player to being something
special. "Once he began to make those
changes at the beginning of his junior
year, I knew he was going to be a special
player," he says. "Here was somebody who,

for a two-month period, would come in
ea,rly every day and go lift by himself. That
right there really characterizes the kind of
person and player Rudy is."

LE:eggafy€:::y:thfg#a:c¥L:da]:So
question when he declared for the NBA
draft after his sophomore season at the
University of connecticut. Glick heard
the reports and was quick to dismiss
them as false. "I think hc does a lot of
the things he docs without a lot of effort,
and that affects how people perceive him
as a player. It's almost like, one day God
decided to make a basketball player, and
the end result was Rudy," Glick said. "That
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body-along with his basketball ability, his personality and his
work ethic-made Rudy what he is today."
Glick is also quick to credit Gay's determination for motivating
the other players at Spalding. "The players that cane to Spalding
after Rudy looked at his work ethic and saw what it was going to
take to elevate their game," hc says. "That was the reason a lot of
our younger players ended up getting scholarships, because they
were able to witness Rudy's work habits."
The questions surrounding his work ethic had little effect on Gay;
in fact, he used it as incentive. "I turned it into a positive and used
it as motivation to make me work even harder in the camps to
prove those people wrong," Gay said. "I've been working hard all
my life, so this was nothing new." From a young age, he witnessed
extreme devotion and commitment from his parents, who had to
work several different jobs when Gay was younger. "It was tough
on my parents when I was in school," he says. "But they did what
they felt they had to do to support me and make me a better
Person.

And, while most players his age are quick to list MichaelJordan or
Magic Johnson as their hero, Gay idolizes someone a little closer
to home-his grandfather. "That man is my hero," Gay says with a
huge smile. "He worked 40 years of his life at the same job, and it
was a tough job working at a steel mill. He told me stories about
having to wear three layers of clothes just to keep from burning his
skin. The sacrifices he made and the things he did to provide for
his family were an inspiration for me."
Glick echoes the praise of Gay's family and says it was family and
faith that were largely responsible for way he turned out. "They'rc
very spiritual, and that plays a very big part in his family," Glick
says. "I think that's one reason Rudy never got a big head or got
full of himself, because his family kept him grounded. They're the
reason he's as successful a person as he is."

And, what a future it has become. After earning the Big East
Freshman of the Year Award in 2005, Gay was mmed to the 2006
All-American team. Then came the NBA draft and the realization
of his lifelong dream. Gay was the eighth selection in the 2006
draft, taken by Houston and traded along with Stromile Swift to
Memphis in return for Shane Battier. "Being drafted is the one
thing I'm proudest of, because it's an accomplishment not just
for mc, but also for my parents and my grandfather," Gay says.
"Growing up, that's the one thing I set my sights on. There were

times back in high school that I didn't know if it was going to
happen or not."
Gay is quick to point out that even though he has realized his
childhood dream, he has no intentions of resting on his laurels.
After all, there are still parts of his game that he says need work.
"Nobody's perfect, and the best players are those that work
hard and try to be perfect," he says.
"Everybody knows that they can't be

perfect, so that means you have to
keep working. Even though there
are lots of things I can do on the
court, there are still lots of things
that I can't do, and those are the
things I try to work the hardest
at.„

The fact that Gay recognizes the
areas of his game on which hc needs

to improve-and has the undeniable
determination to do so-is testament to the
quality person Rudy Gay has become.

3r:fz:Pe:ti::r?jn:h#.g:ry

ecisiont.OPlayfortheHuskiesinsteadof

€aEr'gp,q:turned out to be a-majo-r source of stress for Rudy

and his family. After Gay announced his commitment to Uconn,
Maryland fans would attend his games and boo him loudly
from the stands. In fact, the verbal abuse was so bad that, during
one game, Gay's mother left the gym in tears. "A lot of people
probably don't realize this," Glick says, "but Rudy was the Greater
D.C. area's only representative in the Jordan Capital Classic AllStar game in 2004, which was played at the Comcast Center on
the campus of the University of Maryland. He was booed every
time he touched the ball. Having his family as support during
those times was very important for him."

Gay vividly remembers the grief he took at the hands of Maryland
fans. "Maryland has some crazy fans, and I think every one of
them was at the Jordan Classic that year," he said. "Heck, I got
a foul called against me, and they even booed when the public
address announcer said my name. I tried not to give it too much
thought, and I used it as a way to get mc ready for what I was
going to face in the future."
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by JASON JONES photography and illustrations by MIKE BULLARD

You've been through as much as
anyone, both on and off the court.
Talk to me about how far you've
come over the years. How is]eremy
Hunt different ?
Over the last few years, I think the most
important thing that I've learned is to put
God first. Put Him first and He'u help

you through. I mean, I'm happy with the
way I'm playing, though I know I can play
even better. But one difference is, now I'm
playing hard, and I'm happy with chat. I'm
just happy that I'm playing and for the
opportunity. I 've leaned to live day-byday. Everything I've been through really
forced mc to grow up. It allowed me to
see my life without basketball, and it was
hard. I definitely saw my life a whole lot
differently. I put myself in that situation,
and I had to be a man and grow up. I had
to take responsibility. A lot of people take
life for granted-the way I see it, I earned
my degree, and I've gotten another chance
to play the game I love, so I can say now
that I'm not one of those people. I've
taken advantage of my second chance. I
definitely feel like I've grown up a whole,
whole lot.

Who do you attribute that to most ?
Mom? Gal? God?
All three have helped me in different
ways. Most folks have moms who tell

them things aren't their fault-nothing
is ever their fault, you know ? My mom
told me, "This is your fault, not anyone

else's. You're the reason this happened, so

go and take full responsibility for it." She
didn't just tell me "Everything is gonna
be alright" when it's not. I have to make
it alright. Coach Gal told me the same
thing. He told me the truth. So, I listened
and I took responsibility. I put God first
in my life and started letting Him handle
everything.

It hurt real bad. It was real disappointing
because I had always wanted to be a Tiger,
and when that da,y came and they told me
I was done here, it was like, `Whoa-back
to the drawing board. Where do I go from
here ?' But, I kept working and trying to
give myself some options. I stayed positive
and tried not to let myself get down. I

knew I did it to myself and that I couldn't
blame anybody else. It was hard.

Doyoulookbackatwhathappened
off the court and see that as a
crossroad?Atimewhenyourlife
could have gone drastically different
directions ?
I definitely see it as a crossroads, yeah.

My best friend and I were talking about
everything when I got kicked off the
team. He's real big with church and we
talk about a lot of things, a lot about
God. I asked him, `Why me ? Why after
all the things I've been through? I've
fought through all these things to get
back here. Why mc ?' And, his answer
was real simple. He said `Why not you?
This is a time for you to grow and to see
life differently.' And he was right. God

puts people in different situations to test
you, to teach you. He wanted to see how
I'd fight through it. That was a test to see
what kind of man I wanted to be. So, I
stayed in school and got my degrcc and
was given another chance.

Howbadlydidithurtwhenyou
thoughtyourcareerherewasdone?

Was there a moment-one
particular moment-when it really
hityouthatyoumayneverplay
basketball here again?
After practices, when the team would
leave to get ready to go to the away games.
I knew I was missing out on a lot of stuff.
They would come back and talk about
how much fun they had, and I couldn't
be a part of those conversations. I wasn't

thcrc-I didn't know what they did or
what they were talking about. It hurt
not being around a good team and good
teammates. It hit me when I watched
them on TV. They looked like they
were having so much fun and they were
winning, and I wasn't a part of it.

Is there any one thing that you'd
like to say to the people of this

community-those that have
supported you or even those that
haven,t ?
Yeah-just keep watching. Just keep
watching me, and you'll see that the past
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really is the past-that a lot of the things that have been said
about me ar€n't really me. I'm a good person. Everybody makes
mistakes. I've learned from mine and I think, I hope, everyone is
sceingthat.

+h¢ i a5+

I see myself as a leader, first of all, off
the court. I tell a lot of the young guys:

`You don't want to go through the

things I went through, not playing and
having people look at you like you're a
bad person.' I try to help them when I see that they're about to do
something they shouldn't or are treating someone in a way that
they shouldn't. I just tell them, `Hey, you wouldn't want them to
treat you that way, so treat `em better, alright ?' Everybody gets out
of line every once in a while, you know ? But, when I see it, I make
sure they know how lucky they are to have someone keeping them
in line and watching out for them. On the court, I play hard, and
that's how I want to lead-by example. If I can play that hard, so
can they. And when times get tough and we need somebody to
step up and do the little things or make a hustle play to give us a
spark, I do want to be that guy.

You've been a part of this program for a long time. How
far has it come ? Where is it now, as compared to where it
wasfiveorsixyearsago?
With us finally getting all of our recruits on campus, the program
has really taken a step to the next level. When I got here, we were
a good team, but we weren't one of the so-called "teams to beat."
We were good at times, but no one knew which Memphis team
was going to show up. Now, a lot of teams fear us, and a lot of
tearns want to play us to try and take us down a notch. Every team
we play this year is going to play extra hard that night because
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All of the NCAA tournaments and the
Elite Eight last year really helped a lot.
It's always so positive with him. Wc're

Therewasatimewhenyouwereseenbysomeasaguy
who was maybe pulling this team apart, and now, many
of those same people see you as the glue that holds this
team together on the floor at times. Do you see yourself
as a leader on this team, and what
wisdom do you think you can
impart on the rest of this very, very
youngbasketballteam?

#chJ,;i;,in¢

we're Memphis. Everything has been
so positive since Coach Gal got here.

getting more respect than we used to, but
we're not satisfied. We want more. For
instance,last year, a lot of people thought
we'd be the first #1 seed to lose to a #16
[seed] . That was very disrespectful. And
now, we've got to prove something again,
because we lost thrcc great players, and
they expect us to fall back. But, Florida
lost their top three scorers the year before
they won the National Championship.
They lost [Anthony] Roberson, Matt
Walsh and David Lee, and they won the
whole thing. We can do that, too, but
no one nationally seems to want to give
us the benefit of the doubt. We've come
a long way since I've been here, but we
arcn't satisfied. W€ want more.

How good can this team be ?
Good. Real good. We can play with and
beat anybody, and I don't think any one
of us doubts that. We just have to keep
listening to Coach and working hard, and
wc can do some great things.

How would you like to be
remembered?
As a winner-a leader and a winner.
Someone who ga,vc it all they had
whenever they were on the court.
Someone who would do whatever he
had to do to help his teammates and who
played really hard.

RE

VE
he struck gold in 1996. But read
n to see how one race four
earlyendedh€r
DRET.JOHNSON
hc only thing left for Rochelle
Stevens to do when it was over
was to bury her face in\ her hands
and cry. Fifteen years ago, Stevens had
made it to the pinnacle of her sport, like
anumberofoth6rgiftedathletcswith
Orange Mound roots. After more than 13
yearsoftraininginswelteringheat,heavy
ains and trying conditions, her childhood
dream of competing in the Olympics
for track and field had finally become
a reality. All of the pressure was on her
to capture the gold, considering she was

ranked ninbcr one in the world heading
into the Olympic Trials. Unfortunately for
thc\formerAAUJuniorOlympicNatiohal
Champion, disaster struck on the way
to the medal stand in Barcelona, Spain.
In one of the most anticipated events in
he 1992 Summer Games, Stevens placed
sixth in the 400 meter dash, a race she
admits replayed in her mind for nearly
four years. "I wanted to go crawl under a
rock," she says. "I held my head down for
about six months. I didn't want to watch
the film, because I felt like I had gotten
blown out. Our country was brought up
on winning gold. Nobody remembers
second place."

The news of stevens' shocking meltdown
on track and field's grandest stage

quickly emerged as the talk of the town.

Everywhere chc former Mclrose High
star were in the city, she says people

approached her-not seeking' autographs
but rachcr trying to convince her she
would reap better results the next time
around. Of course, Stevens wasn't up
to lending an ear to what she calls
"uninspiring" motivation. "You just

kind of get sick of it because it was not
motivational at all," she says. "It was like
influencing me in sarcasm."

As much as the now-40-year-old Stevens
didn't want to be reminded of her
Olympic debut performance, she returned
to the States feeling she had plenty to
prove, despite the many accolades she
had already obtained during her career.

It took months for her to finally view the
footage of her performance in Barcelona.
In a way, however, seeing the film helped
bringclosuretoahcartbreakingmemory
and helped motivate her to continue her
career. Watching it helped the I I-time
NCAA All-American look at her 400mcter collapse from an entirely different
point of view. AIl chat time, she hadn't
know'n how close she was to the other
sprinters battling for the top spots. "Four
people were running for bronze," Stevens
says. "And I was one of the ones running
for the bronze. [When I watched che
film], I was like, `Go, go, go!"'

Once she gained a new perspective, she
was inspired to start preparing for the
1996 Summer Games in Atlanta. She
spent nearly four years training intensely
for another Olympic appearance, because
even after watching footage of her sixthpla,ce finish, she says was still "torn apart»

for failing to make it to the medal stand.
However, she heeded the advice given to
her years ago by the Reverend Beatrice
Holloway-Davis, her mother and longtime
coach who, a.ccording to Stevens,
impactedherspiritualand'athleticgrowth
on and off the track. "She always told me
that you have to really soul search yourself
and ask yourself, `Is this really what I
want?" Stevens says. "She told me never
to give up on my dreams, that I must give
110 percent and that if I can't give my
best, I should stay at home."
Her impressive showing the '96 Olympic
Trials earned her a second spot on the
Olympic Team, where she helped the
United States secure the gold medal in the
4x400 meter relay. The only thing left for
her to do when it was over was raise her
hands to the heavens and cry. Only this
time, she unleashed tears of jubilation and
appreciation for a sport she says she "ate,
slept and drank" since she was 12 years
old.
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"My girlfriend said lf I leave once more to play

basketball wlth the guys - she's leaving mew."

"...God, l'm going to miss her."

a

lj.: :

What have your kids learned about sports ? A4lc77¢p4z.J

In fact, it wasn't until she took her rightful

Sporf is looking for short stories like these. The authors
must be age 15 or younger. E-mail your stories to
kidsport@memphissport.net

place atop the victorious medal stand
that 17 years of preparing for track and
field's most prestigious prize flooded her
mind. "I was so, so, so happy," Stcvens says.

"All I could do was reflect back to when

AIRCuTS
Some thlngs were meant
just for guys. Spolt CIIps
ls one Of them.
• Great haircuts

• Sports on rv everywhere
• Massaging shampoo

• classic hot towel treatment
• More sports on TV
Vlslt www.SportcIlps.Com for
a locatlon near you!

I was running through Orange Mound,
all of those hills in the Mound, going to
college in Baltimore and coming back to
Memphis and training with my mother,
who pushed me real hard. I cried because
I was happy, because I had won a gold
medal for the USA in the USA. I gave up
everything I thought Was for a teenagerice cream, all of those college parties and
This is what this medal represents."

"Our country
as brought
nwinninggold
obody remembe
place.„
arthritis buildup and
cartilage in her left knee forced her
into early retirement before the 2000
Olympic Trials, Stevens insists her career
was complct€ after striking gold in 1996.
These days, she's still considered a public
icon and is a spokesperson for the U.S.

Olympic Committee and the USA
Track and Field Association. In addition
to maintaining her foundation, which ^
sponsors the annual Rochclle Stevcns
Invitational Track Meet and Sports Camp,
she is the founder and chief executive
officerofRochelle'sHe;lchandwellness
Day Spa in East Memphis. And just i
recently, the world's three-time numberone sprinter announced she would be
coming out of "retirement" to promote a
20-minute instructional exercise CD arid
DVD entitled r7ijzz.#cd 7¢rz'£b fbc W?„zz

and Fellljke a Star.
`.By owning a day spa, I have people as

for a personal trainer or asking me to b
their personal trainer," says Stevens. "I
feel ny spa is complete now that I have «
this CD." And so this former Olympic

great will continue to infect others with
her motivation and determination while
helping them reach their full potentials.
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The Band of Brothers
by Andrew Chambers, age 15
through practices and games. His mom is

the Tipton Rosemark Academy
football
team.year
Theplaying
TRA football
This was
my first
for
team was a very special group. There were
many diverse types of people on the team.
We had quiet people, loud pcoplc, serious

people and comical people. But no matter
how different we were, we are all brothers,
united through football. Football is
a sport like none other. It is physical,
emotional, and unlike some other sports,
teamwork is a must. To bc successful in
football, you ha,ve to trust your tcammate
to do his job and he has to trust you. If
one person messes up, the whole team
messes up; therefore, camaraderie and
trust in one another are key.
Over the course of this season, our team
developed camaraderie and a trust and
respect in each other. We knew that we
could count on each other no matter
what. Our teammatcs helped us get
through difficult times outside of football.
A recent example of
this would be when
one of my teanmatcs
mom was ill and in
the hospital. Like

going through chemotherapy right now
and shows a fighting spirit to get better.
This same fighting spirit has been shown
by all of the players on our team and
cvcn though wc did not have the most
successful season ever, we still persevered

and went through practice with an
enthusiasm rivaling anything I've ever
seen. The locker room was always a source
of excitement before and after games
and practices, with would-be comics and
pranksters keeping us steadily upbeat.

Even though we went through tough
times during this season, we all came out
of it with a new respect for each other and
the great game of football; and I, for one,
could not think of a better group to go
through it all with than my teammates on
the Tipton Roscmark Academy football
team.

RE

me, this was his first

year on the football
team. His mom was
diagnosed with breast
cancer at the beginning
of the football season
and has bccn in and
out of the hospital ever
since. The team prayed
for him and his mom
everyday after practice

and frequently asked him how he and
his family were doing and if they needed
anything. We always kept him and his
mom in our prayers and hearts as we went
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greater adiposc (fat) reserves were
more likely to survive. Consequently,
obesity was considered a symbol of
wealth and social status in cultures

prone to food shortages and famine.
The idea that obesity symbolizes
luxury has not sccpcd into today's

culture-but that hasn't slowed
down the prcvalency of obesity. Once
considcrcd an evolutionary advantage,
this tendency to store fat has proven
to be detrimental and even deadly in a
society with adequate and stable food
supplies.

Obesity is an important risk factor
for the "metabolic syndrome," more
commonly referred to as "male type"
or "waist-predominant" obesity.
Metabolic syndrome is the clustering
of a number of diseases and risk
factors chat heavily predispose for
cardiovascular disease. Among these
diseases are diabetes mellitus type 2,
highbloodpressure,highcholcsterol

and triglyceride levels. Apart from
the metabolic syndrome, obesity is
alsocorrelatedwithavarietyofocher

OTHER COMPLICATIONS
REI,ATED T0 OBESITY

According to Mark Hamer, B.S.,
C.S.C.S, owner of Memphis-based

pcakperformancetraininginstitute,
"in order for Memphis to mke a

• Cardiovascular: congestive heart failure,
enlarged heart and its associated arrhythmias,

lastingchangeincuringandhcaling
any disease, an investment in personal
well-being must be made. This
investment has to be significant to

dizziness, varicose veins, pulmonary embolism

• Gastrointestinal: gastroesophageal reflux
disease, fatty liver disease, cholelithiasis,
hcmia, colorcctal cancer

your needs. In other words, if an
individual is severely overweight, the
more drastic the diet and exercise

• Renal and Gcnitoumary: urinary
incontinence, hypogonadism (male) , breast
cancer (female) , uterine cancer (female), still
birth

program needs to be in order to get
thisindividualtoahealthyweight."
In understanding what makes their
contributionpcrsonallymeaningfuI,
Derek Curtice, owner of Memphis'
Simplefit, offers the following advice :
"Iflivingwellmeansmakingthc

• Integument: stretch marks, lymphedema,
celluloids, carbuncles, intertrigo

• Neurological: stroke, meralgia paresthctica,
headache, carpcl tunnel syndrome, dementia

most of functioml, prosperous, and

• Respiratory: dyspnea, obstructive sleep

generous lifestylcs with the onc's we
love, then perhaps you too see the
difference better health and physical

apnea, hypoventilation syndrome, Pickwickian
syndrome, asthma

fitness makes in our lives."

• Psychological: depression, low sclfesteem, body dysmorphic disorder, social
stigmatization

Both trainers agree that the healthiest,
most effective treatment for obcsiry is
an energy-limited diet combined with
increased exercise. In studies, diet and
exercise programs have consistendy

complications (see inset).

In the age of quick fixes and magic pills, sociery's approach to
solving obesity is no different. Millions of dollars have been spent
on research to find new drugs to combat obesity. Many doctors
and nutritionists feel chat these research funds would be better
devoted to advice on good nutrition, healthy eating and proper
exercise programs. Based on statistics from UT Knoxville, the
state's obesity rate stands at 24.6 percent, much higher than the
national average of 22.2 percent. A large reason the state passes
the mtional average is because Memphis is tipping the scale at
a whopping 27.5 percent, securing us yet another spot in A4lc#'j

produccdanaverageweightlossofapproximatclyeightpcrcent
of total body mass, on average. Furchcrmorc, chcse smdies have
shown that losing as little as five percent of one's body mass can
deliver enormous health benefits.

You can no longer deny the facts-especially as a Memphian. Arc
you going to take a look at your lifestyle, or that of someone you
love, to see if it is in need ofsomc alterations ? Will you turn a
blindeyetothisrapidlyexpandingepidemicorareyougoingto
wakeup, Memphis?

RE

Fz.frog:jf magazine's annual 25 Fattest Cities list.
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TAILGATING
photography by SEAN DAVIS
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NoVEMBER 30, 2006
1. Rob Mayer, Carol AnnJordan, Ada
Askew and Bryan Mayer

5. Ralph Gagliano
6. Bianca Brunettie

2. Pan Hudsmith and Katherine Ma.yer
7. Pace Cooper

3. Zenobia Arnold and Cotti
8. Michclle andJimmie Mancell
4. Smokin'Joe Frazier

9. Scott Snecd, Tim Mccarver, Alan
Morgan and George Snecd
10. Reggie Barnes and Silky 0' Sullivan
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ed4#zth ]ACK's BACK

D umb Qireb§c£ATiNons
As an avid viewer of sports on television, I
really like the young women the networks
have hired as sideline reporters. I think
they add a lot to the broadcast, but I wish
they had another question to ask instead
of, "Coach, what does it mean that your
quarterback broke his leg ?" The questions
vary, but most are pretty dumb. The
coaches are very patient, give the reporter
the answer she wants and then hurry to
the locker room. I think Phil Fulmer of
Tennessee is the best. He always looks
interested and is very serious, and he waits
until the young lady dismisses him. Way
to go' Phil.

All of cris got me to thinking about all the
interviews I conducted during 35 years at
the WMC stations. In my 35 years with
WMC, I had the privilege of interviewing
lots of famous people-Johnny Unitas,
"Bear'' Bryant, Ted Williams, Jack
Nicklaus, Jesse Owens, Patty Bcrg, Wilma
Rudolph and many more. The best answer
I ever got to a dumb question was from
Harry Stuhldreher, the quarterback of the
famous Four Horsemen of Notre Dame.
In 1924, the Irish went to New York and
beat the favored Army squad 13-7. The

game inspired Grantland Rice-the top
sportswriter of the day-so much that

he wrote: "Outlined against a blue-grey October sky, the Four
Horsemen rode again. In dramatic lore, they arc known as famine,
pestilcncc, destruction and death. These are only aliases. Their
real names are : Stuhldreher, Miller, Crowley and Layden." That's

how the Four Horsemen of Notre Dame came into being. Harry
went on to coach at Wisconsin and, like his buddies, had a very
successful career.

Around 1960, Harry had retired from coaching and was working
for U.S. Steel in their PR department. One day, I got a call from
New York: would I like to interview Harry Stuhldrchcr ? "Yes" I
said, and we set the date. Harry traveled around the country being
interviewed on TV and getting in a plug for the company. He
was a great guy-really charismatic. I liked him. So, here was my
question: "Harry, I know you travel around the country and surely
no one knows more football than you do-so where do they play
the best high school football?" And his answer: "Wherever I
happen to be when that question is asked !" It has been 40-some
years, but I never forgot the perfect answer to a dumb question.

I asked another dumb question once of willie Mays. Wmie was
in town for a clinic or something similar, and I met him at the
airport with cameras rolling. My last question was, "Willie, have
you ever considered how fortunate you are to be blessed with so
much talent ?" Willie thought a moment and then said, "What are
you, some kind of religious nut ?" The interview ended right there,
and that Q&A never saw the air.

Oka,y, so back to the young ladies of today-maybe their
questions aren't so dumb after all. I wonder ifNBC could use a
red-headed sportscaster who is out of dumb questions ?

ffeddfan
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